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ABSTRACT: The folding system is designed on a movable platform which above the bed and the stepping
motor on the platform drives the strings fixed on the quilt in order to realize the secondary fold of the quilt.
Because of the quilt is a flexible body, a means called stepping fixed method is used to reduce the freedom of the
quilt until the flexible body is under the controllable state and complete the secondary fold. At the same time, sleep
comfort is ensured on account of the strings is non-contact to human body.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Folding the quilt automatically in a small place is an important research in smart home
ways of current schemes

[2-3]

[1]

. There are two

: to use a pipeline or paving the quilt in a plane. The first method is applied in

large-scale manufacturing and the second one can’t realize the folding affect. So the following paper based on
the research of the quilt folding in a small place and a platform with 4 stepping motors is designed to realize the
quilt folding.
Because the folding system is for civil use, strings driven by the stepping motors is used to change the state
of the target quilt. It can simplify the mechanical structure and ensure the sleep comfort. By means of the
stepping fixed method which uses the strings driven by stepping motors to reduce the freedom of the quilt, the
system should satisfy the following requirements [4]:
(1)Take up a small place and ensure the sleep comfort
(2)By means of the stepping fixed method to realize a secondary quilt folding
(3)Folding time is about 40s

II. Analysis of the Quilt
2.1 The connection of the quilt
Before the fold, the state of the flexible body [5-6] is random and uncontrolled. A quilt has two surfaces named
as A and B, shown in Fig.1. A is defined as a non-contact body surface and B is defined as a contact body surface
during the sleep. On the other sides of the strings are rolled on a reel which fixed on the stepping motors to coil the
strings by driving the motors.
There is a comfortable and soft hasp [7] at the o point. Before to start the folding system, buckle the suspended
strings C with the hasp. Due to the surface B is contact to human body, there is no strings or other hard stuffs to
interfere with sleep. Meanwhile, string A and B are under a relaxed state in order to ensure the sleep comfort.
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Fig.1 The connection of the quilt
2.2 The motion analysis of the quilt
Before folding, the quilt is a flexible body with a random state.According to the transport motion of the points
A, B and C to the quilt to reduce the freedom of the quilt by stepping fixed method when the stepping motor drive
the strings to expected sites until the quilt is under controlled state.
In order to analyze the movement of the flexible quilt. The quilt is regard as infinite layers

[8]

, and the layer

upon layer overlay the quilt to a complete entity. The layers are composed of numerous lines while the lines are
composed of numerous points. During the folding, the o point is a fixed point, so the o point is the first point of the
stepping fixed method. When the motor drive the string C to expected site, the point o(0,0,0) is be defined as
coordinate origin, shown in Fig.2.The others points of the quilt is also random points besides the o.
The three points J, O and K are in the same line, shown in Fig.2. When the stepping motors drive the strings A
and B, points J, K will coincide and be regarded as the second and third points of the stepping fixed method
respectively.

Fig.2 The coordinate origin
Because of the transport motion of the points are distributed on the segment OJ .The gravity on the
remaining points make them link each other vertically. The quilt is composed of infinite layers, taking one layer as
the research surface. In this case, the three-dimensional coordinate system is simplified as a two-dimensional
coordinate system, shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 Layer of the quilt
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The strings A and B are flexible body, because of the gravity on it, a displacement to x axis equals x . x <<
OJ , so x is negligible. The points on the OJ line are distributed uniformly.

The quilt is now composed of infinite points in xoz. Take any point p on the x axis; there are infinite
corresponding points qi on the z axis. The points q1~qi link each other and array along the z axis vertically. So the
points of the quilt shown in the matrix:

The other points of each layer is similar, the matrix of these points is similar either. So each point on the
flexible quilt can find the corresponding points in the matrix and they arranged in a certain distribution.
Because the quilt is flexible body, stepping fixed method is applied in the quilt folding to reduce the
freedom of the quilt until the points of the quilt is arranged in a certain location. As the matrix, every points of
the layer are arranged uniformly, so the whole quilt is under the controllable state.

III. Automatic Folding System
3.1 Movable platform
The folding system consists of four stepping motors, three of them drive the reels to coil the strings and the
other one drive the lead screw [9]. Guide wheels are design to prevent, shown in Fig.4.

Fig.4 Movable platform
3.2 Mechanism motion
Three stepping motors drive the reel to lift the quilt and complete the secondary folding. The other stepping
motor drives the platform [10] to put the quilt upon the bed after folding, shown in Fig.5.
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Fig.5 Mechanism Motion

IV. CONCLUSION
By establishing the three-dimensional coordinate system and find a fixed point on the quilt, the quilt is
transfer into infinite points in the three-dimensional coordinate system. Because every point- layer of the quilt is
similar, in order to simplify the research model of the quilt, one layer is picked up as a research layer. In this
case, the three-dimensional coordinate system is simplified into a two-dimensional coordinate system. Based on
the stepping fixed method, strings driven by the stepping motors are used to reduce the freedom of the quilt until
the points of the quilt is under a controlled state.
(1).Establishing the stepping fixed method which can realize the flexible body folding in a small space and ensure
the sleep comfort.
(2).Based on the coordinated control of four stepping motors and a movable platform which can realize the quilt
folding for civil. The system is simple and makes the best use of space.
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